In the standard version of the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) , subjects are asked to name rapidly the colours in which visually-presented stimuli are displayed. When these visual stimuli are themselves the written names of colours, the latency and accuracy of the colour-naming responses are affected by whether the written colour name coincides with or differs from the colour in which the stimulus is displayed and whose name must be produced as the response. Latencies are shorter and accuracy is higher when there is congruence than when there is conflict.
There are at least two processing loci where such Stroop effects could arise: semantic and phonological. Colour-related words such as SKY produce a Stroop effect relative to colour-unrelated words such as PUT (Klein, 1964) : that effect must be semantic in nature. Pronounceable nonwords such as DAP produce a Stroop effect relative to random consonant strings such as FJQ (Bakan and Alperson, 1967) ; that effect is taken to be phonological in nature.
We are concerned here specifically with the phonological locus of Stroop effects. The results of Bakan and Alperson suggest that, even for nonwords, phonology is generated automatically from print, even when this is detrimental to performance, as in the Stroop situation. If so, the investigation of the phonological Stroop effect might be another fruitful way of studying how print is converted to speech, a topic of perennial interest to students of the psychology of reading.
The dual-route framework (Forster and Chambers, 1973; Baron and Strawson, 1976; Coltheart, 1978) proposes a distinction between lexical and nonlexical procedures for converting print to speech. The lexical procedure depends upon lookup of preexisting lexical representations, and so such a procedure can only work correctly for words; the nonlexical procedure depends upon application of grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules, and so cannot work correctly for exception (irregular) words, but succeeds with regular words and pronounceable nonwords.
A specific computational implementation of the dual-route framework, the Dual Route Cascaded (DRC) model, has recently been developed (Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins and Haller, 1993; Coltheart and Rastle, 1994; Coltheart, Langdon and Haller, 1995; Rastle and Coltheart, 1998 , 1999a , 1999b . Crucial for our present purposes is the claim in that model that the derivation of phonology from print occurs in parallel across letters on the lexical route, but is a left-to-right serial process across letters on the nonlexical route. Hence input to the phoneme level from the lexical route influences all phonemes simultaneously, whilst at the same time input to the phoneme level from the nonlexical route comes in from left to right: these two asynchronous sources of input are thus integrated in a single common set of phoneme units. One very strong prediction made from such a claim is this: for irregular words, the later the position in the word its irregular grapheme-phoneme correspondence is, the smaller will be the latency cost of its irregularity. Coltheart and Rastle (1994) and Rastle and Coltheart (1999a) have confirmed this prediction in human data, and have also shown that the same position-of-irregularity effect occurs in the naming latencies of the DRC model when it is reading the same words.
The onset effect in masked form priming.
Another phenomenon which we believe should be attributed to the left-to right serial nature of nonlexical translation from print to speech is the onset effect (Forster and Davis, 1991) ; hence we next briefly consider the nature of this effect and its simulation by the DRC model. When a lowercase prime that is briefly presented and then masked shares the same initial phoneme with an upper-case target that is presented subsequently for naming (belly-BREAK), naming latency for the target is reduced, relative to a no-similarity condition (merry-BREAK) or a rhyming condition (take-BREAK) (Forster and Davis, 1991) .
Forster and Davis offered a dual-route interpretation of this onset effect, attributing it to the influence of a nonlexical process that translates print to speech in a serial (left-to-right) order. The rate at which this serial process operates is such that, in the limited time for which the prime is presented, the process has generally translated only the first phoneme of the prime, and so priming due to this process occurs only when prime and target have a common first phoneme.
If this dual-route analysis is correct, then it should be possible to simulate the onset effect with the DRC model; hence DRC simulations of the onset effect were run with the materials from Experiment 1 of Forster and Davis (1991) . After a few items were discarded from these materials for various reasons such as polysyllabicity, (the DRC model is at present only applicable to monosyllabic stimuli), 18 prime-target pairs were used per condition. Priming was simulated by having the model process the prime for some number of processing cycles and then replacing the prime with the target, without resetting to zero the unit activations generated in response to the prime. The model's naming latency for each prime was measured.
When primes were run for 40 cycles (which is too short a period for DRC to name or identify them) and then the target was immediately presented for naming, the model always erred: its naming response was always the name of the prime, not the name of the target. Even with a prime duration of 25 cycles, this happened on most occasions. The reason for this is that, because the primes are words, even 25 cycles is enough to build activations of the orthographic and phonological lexical entries for the prime up to a level where a new incoming stimulus cannot inhibit preexisting activations; instead, the preexisting (prime) activations inhibit activation of the target's lexical entries, and so the prime blocks the target, and is incorrectly produced as the naming response. Forster and Davis (1991) actually observed this phenomenon on a few occasions, i.e., their subjects sometimes responded by naming the (invisible) prime rather than the target. But this occurrence was rare, and so the DRC simulations need to use a prime duration at which DRC's response is the target rather than the prime on almost all occasions. Once such a prime duration is found, the question is: will the onset effect be correctly simulated?
Since a prime duration of 25 cycles produces far too much blocking, one might be tempted to try, say, 10 cycles for prime duration. But, just as we can show that a prime duration of 25 is too long, we can show that a prime duration of 10 cycles is too short,, at least with the parameter set used to simulate various effects in reading aloud (Rastle and Coltheart, 1998 , 1999a , 1999b , because with this parameter set input from the GPC system to the phoneme level does not begin until cycle 11; if the onset effect is due to the GPC system, then a prime duration of 10 cycles will not be long enough to produce the effect.
Given that the operation of the DRC model is controlled by a relatively large number of parameters, it might be argued that the DRC model is too powerful i.e. "can explain everything". Here is a clear counter-example to such an argument. If we explore prime durations between 10 and 25, as we increase prime duration two things will happen. The longer the prime duration, the more activity the nonlexical route will be contributing to the first phoneme position, and so the more priming there will be when prime and target share this phoneme. But also as we increase prime duration the representations of the prime word at all levels of the lexical route of the DRC model will be strengthened, and so blocking will be more likely to occur. It is therefore not at all obvious that there will be a value of prime duration between 10 and 25 that is (a) long enough to cause a robust onset effect yet (b) not long enough to cause blocking. So it is not at all obvious that the model could successfully simulate the onset effect.
It turns out, however, that with a prime duration of 12 cycles, there is no blocking (all targets are named correctly), but there is a significant onset effect; DRC's target naming latencies are significantly faster in the primed (pole PEAR) than in the control condition (take PEAR). The model also showed a much smaller but significant priming effect in the rhyme prime condition (hair PEAR); the 6 msec effect in this condition in the ForsterDavis experiment was not significant, and so further simulation and human-experimental work on this rhyme priming effect is needed. In the DRC model, the effect is not due to the rhyme relationship but to the shared letter R (since the model shows no priming with hare PEAR).
It is easy to demonstrate that the onset effect in the DRC model arises at the phoneme level. At the end of the twelfth cycle (i.e. at prime offset), none of the target's phonemes have been activated except for the first phoneme of the target in the first-letter prime condition. For 17 of the 18 items, the first phoneme of the target has an activation of between .004 and .005.This gives target naming its extra boost in the first-letter prime condition.
What about the one item where this doesn't happen? It is the pair know KNEE. The reason that the prime know has not activated the phoneme /n/ after 12 cycles is that at that cycle the left-to-right GPC process has identified only the first letter of the prime i.e. k and has translated that to the phoneme /k/. This is the only prime-target pair in the first-letter prime condition which begins with a multiletter grapheme.
Hence the DRC model makes the following prediction: in a masked priming experiment with human subjects, the onset effect will be smaller (or even absent) for prime-target pairs which begin with multiletter graphemes (shop SHED, east EACH, know KNEE) than for pairs which begin with single-letter graphemes (stop SLED, else EBBS, king KEYS) . If the onset effects in these two conditions do not differ in size, this would imply that the serial processing of the GPC system in dual-route models is phoneme-by-phoneme, not letter-by-letter, and so DRC's GPC procedure would have to be redesigned so that it operated phoneme-by-phoneme, rather than letter-by-letter. But in that case the model would no longer be able to explain the "whammy effect" of Rastle and Coltheart (1998) , which depends upon the GPC procedure operating letter-by-letter. Thus strong predictions are being made here.
A serial effect in the Stroop task?
We have seen that the claim that the nonlexical translation from print to speech operates serially left-to-right is supported by human and simulation data from studies of the regularity effect and the onset priming effect. This claim also makes a strong prediction about phonological Stroop interference. Suppose the stimuli in a Stroop experiment are words that are all semantically unrelated to colours, such as RAT, POD or KIT.
And suppose these three words are printed in red, so that for all three the response the subject will utter is the word "red". Since the meanings of these words have nothing to do with colours, there will be no semantic Stroop effect -or, certainly, no difference between these words in the strength of such a semantic effect.
All three phonemes of the word KIT clash with the corresponding phonemes of the correct response. But the words RAT and POD each have one phoneme in common with the correct response. Might this onephoneme overlap generate some benefit for the "red" response, compared to the no-phoneme overlap condition? If such a benefit is observed at all, then the prediction from the DRC model is that this benefit will be greater when the overlap is in the first phoneme position (RAT) than when it is in the last-phoneme condition (POD). Since the lexical route operates in parallel, it will make the relevant phonemes /r/ and /d/ available equally; but the simultaneously-operating nonlexical route will make /r/ available early in processing and /d/ available late in processing. That's why the response "red" should be faster with the red word RAT than with the red word POD, if the DRC model is correct. Furthermore, the response "red" should be faster with the red word POD than with the red word KIT (unless the left-to-right nonlexical route is operating so slowly that such items are colour-named before the nonlexical route has reached the third letter and begun to activate its phoneme).
Previous studies of positional effects in the Stroop task.
To the best of our knowledge, only three of the huge number of publications on the Stroop effect deal with anything that is relevant to these specific predictions about the effects of the position of phoneme overlap upon the size of the phonological Stroop effect.
The first of these is the study by Dalrymple-Alford (1972) . He reported that the colour-naming of words whose meanings were semantically unrelated to colours was faster when the pronunciation of the word shared some phonemes with the pronunciation of the correct colour name (RUN or BED coloured red compared with PUN or CAT in the same colour). Dalrymple-Alford also manipulated whether the phonological similarity was "Initial sound similar" or "Final sound similar", but this was done unsystematically. For example, a word he classified as "Initial sound similar" re the response "green" was GROWN, which also has a final letter/phoneme in common with the pronunciation "green"; and a word classified as "Initial sound similar" re the response "red" was RID, which has a final phoneme in common with the pronunciation "red". Also, it was not just the first or the last "sound" (i.e. phoneme) that was similar, but the initial or final few phonemes. Furthermore, Dalrymple-Alford did not test statistically whether the size of the phoneme-overlap Stroop effect varied as a function of his Initial-Sound-Similar vs Final-Sound-Similar variable, though the effect was bigger in the former condition (86 msec vs 58 msec).
Thus, although Dalrymple-Alford's data show that partial phonological overlap between word and colour name can generate a Stroop effect, we cannot tell from the data whether the position of such overlap makes a difference (nor whether overlap of just one phoneme is sufficient to generate a Stroop effect).
Next is the study by Singer, Lappin and Moore (1975) , which more effectively addressed the position issue. Each trial of their experiment required the subject to name the ink colour of all the items in a printed list of 100 items. There were seven conditions in this experiment. In condition 1 all of the items were colour names incongruent with their ink colour (e.g. ORANGE printed in brown). In conditions 2-4, the items were colour names incongruent to ink colour and with their middle or end letters deleted or altered e.g. ORXXGE, OR and ORANXX). In conditions 5-7, the items were colour names incongruent to ink colour and with their initial or middle letters deleted or altered e.g. XXANGE, AN and GE. Colournaming was significantly slower in condition 1 than in all of the other conditions. Conditions 2 through 4 did not differ from each other, but all three conditions were significantly slower than each of conditions 5 through 7; these last three conditions did not differ significantly from eachother. Thus when the printed stimulus shares some letters or phonemes with a colour name that is not the one which should be named, there is more interference when the shared segment is at the beginning than when it is at the end.
The other relevant study, and the study most directly related to our work, is that of Regan (1978) , which was not concerned with the position issue but did address the issue of whether overlap of a single phoneme (or letter) could generate a Stroop effect. In her Experiment 3, the stimulus was a single alphanumeric character whose colour had to be named, the colours involved being red, green and blue. Colour naming latency did not differ between the condition where the item was a digit (632 msec) and the condition where it was a letter which did not correspond to the initial letter or phoneme of any of the three colour names (636 msec).
However, when the item contained the initial letter/phoneme of the colour to be named, responses were significantly faster (574 msec) than in either of the control conditions, and when the item contained the initial letter/phoneme of the colour different from the one which was to be named, responses were significantly slower (691 msec) than in either of the control conditions. These studies show that when there is some orthographic or phonological correspondence between a part of the stimulus carrying the colour and a part of the colour name, Stroop effects can be generated. Only the Singer et al. work, however, provides evidence that the position of this overlap makes a difference, with a larger effect of overlap when the overlap is at the beginning than when it is at the end. The aim of our study was to seek to confirm this result with better-controlled stimuli (in our study, overlap was always exactly one phoneme and this was always the first or the last phoneme), and using monosyllabic words so that a DRC simulation of the results could be carried out (the model currently reads only monosyllabic words).
Method
Design. The present experiment constituted a 2 (overlap) x 2 (position of overlap) x 3 (colour) fully repeated measures design. Each subject named the colour of all the stimulus words, half of which possessed phonemic overlap with either the initial or final phoneme of the colour names red, green or blue.
Subjects. 24 undergraduate students from Macquarie University volunteered to participate in exchange for course credit. All subjects were native Australian-English speakers. These 184 items were submitted to a version of the DRC model equipped with a semantic system containing semantic entries for the three relevant words RED, GREEN and BLUE. These items were also used in a colournaming experiment with human subjects.
There were stringent phonological and orthographic constraints on stimulus selection here. Hence it was impossible also to match items exactly on two conceivably relevant variables: log word frequency and N (neighbourhood size) of the stimulus words. We therefore dealt with potential confoundings on these two variables by statistical means -by using analyses of covariance with the two variables as covariates. These analyses of covariance yielded exactly the same patterns of significance and non-significance as conventional analyses of variance; hence we report the latter analyses.
Procedure. Stimuli were displayed on an NEC Multisync 4FG monitor, controlled by a Deltacom 386 IBM compatible computer. Stimuli were presented in a different random order to each subject. Subjects were instructed to name the colour of the letter strings aloud as quickly as possible. A series of 6 control stimuli (two of each colour) were then presented as practice trials.
Instructions and stimuli were presented and reaction time data recorded by means of the DMASTR display system (Forster & Forster, 1990) . Naming latency was recorded using a voice key individually adjusted for each subject and held a constant distance away from the mouth throughout the experiment by a voice key headset. Error rates, error types and measurement errors resulting from inaccurate voice key activation were recorded manually by the experimenter.
Presentation of each stimulus item was preceded by a white fixation asterisk appearing in the centre of the screen for 497 milliseconds. The stimulus item then appeared in lower case in the centre of the screen in the appropriate colour, and remained on the screen for a maximum of 2000 milliseconds. The stimulus item was replaced by a blank screen as soon as the subject initiated articulation of the colour name. Once the subject had completed articulation of the colour name, the fixation asterisk for the next stimulus item appeared after a delay of 994 milliseconds.
Results

(a) Simulation results
Although we provided above a brief discussion of what the DRC model as extended to the Stroop colour-naming task predicts about the results of our experiment, it is important to recognize that to determine by reasoning alone exactly what any serious computational model predicts about anything is a complex task. It is very easy to overlook aspects of the way complex computational models work when reasoning in this way, and so easy to err in reaching conclusions about exactly what such models predict. The only safe course of action here is actual simulation. Therefore we had to extend the DRC model of reading in such a way as to allow simulation of colour naming. We did this by adding a minute semantic system, containing semantic units just for the words RED, GREEN and BLUE. Each of these semantic units was connected to its phonological representation in DRC's phonological output lexicon by excitatory connections, and there were excitatory connections in the reverse direction. The strengths for each set of excitatory connections were set to 1.0. There were two other parameters associated with this semantic system. The first was a semantic activation parameter which controlled the amount of activation in the semantic units: the activation of these units grew as a logistic function of processing cycles, and the actual activation of a unit on any cycle was the value of this function multiplied by the activation parameter. We used a value of .58 for that parameter. Finally, there was a delay parameter: activation did not begin to rise in the semantic system until the number of cycles corresponding to the delay parameter had elapsed. This is a crude way of simulating the time required by presemantic colour identification processes. We set this delay to 82 cycles. The DRC model with this minimal semantic system is shown in Figure 1 .
Insert Figure 1 about here
On any cycle of this extended model, the activation levels of the phonemic units were updated in two ways. The phonemes activated from the letter string via the lexical and the nonlexical routes were updated in exactly the same way as when DRC's task is reading aloud. But in addition the phonemes corresponding to the desired colour name were updated too, via the route from semantic system to phonological output lexicon to phoneme units. Thus there was phoneme activation corresponding to the word being presented and also to the colour being presented. Now, of course, people presented with a word printed in a colour are capable of either naming the colour or reading the word, depending upon instructions. We have proposed elsewhere (Rastle and Coltheart, 1999a) that strategic effects in reading-aloud tasks are most naturally simulated in terms of strategic adjustment of the strength of particular sets of connections in the model, and we adopt the same approach to simulating task-instruction effects. If the task is colour naming, the reading-aloud response should be weakened by turning down or off a parameter relevant to reading aloud; if the task is reading aloud, the colour-naming response should be weakened by turning down or off a parameter relevant to colour-naming. With the extended DRC model, if all of the parameters of the model except the new semantic parameters are given exactly the same values as used in various previous studies of simulating reading aloud (Rastle and Coltheart, 1998 , 1999a , 1999b , the model conflates the two tasks: its response is often a mixture of phonemes from the colour name and the word (such as responding to the word sad written in red as "/sEd/"). We simulated the instruction "Name the colour, don't read the word" by setting to zero the connections from the letter level to the orthographic input lexicon.
3 When this was done, the extended model produced the correct colour name as its response for 180 of the 184 items (97.83% correct): all four wrong colour-naming responses consisted of initial phonemes from the stimulus word followed by subsequent phonemes from the colour name (e.g. HAD in red yielded the response "/hEd/")
The four wrongly named items and their matched control words were discarded before analysis of the correct DRC colour-naming latencies using a 2 X 2 X 3 analysis of variance, with phonemic overlap (critical vs control) treated as a within items factor and both position of phonemic overlap (first vs final) and colour (red, green, blue) treated as between items factors. Mean correct DRC colour naming latencies for critical stimuli possessing initial or final phoneme overlap (collapsed across colour since the colour variable did not interact with any other variable)
are presented with those for matched control stimuli in Table 1 .
Insert Table 1 about here As can be seen in Table 1 , a substantial priming effect resulted from phonemic overlap with the colour names. This advantage for stimuli possessing phonemic overlap with the colour names was highly significant: F(1,82)=95.45, p<.0005).
Moreover, the magnitude of the phonemic overlap priming effect was influenced by the position of phonemic overlap, as indicated by a significant interaction between these two factors (F(1,82) = 33.97, p<0.0005). Inspection of Table 1 Table 2 Insert Table 2 about here As can be seen in Table 2 , a substantial priming effect resulted from phonemic overlap with the colour names. This advantage for stimuli possessing phonemic overlap with the colour names was highly significant across both subjects and items (Fs(1,23) These analyses indicate that the human and DRC-simulation data agree very closely. Both for people and for the model, colour naming of printed words is faster when word and colour share a phoneme than when they do not, and the size of this effect is larger when the shared phoneme is the first phoneme of the colour name than when it is the last; the effect however, is still significantly greater than zero in the last-phoneme condition.
Conclusions.
We take our results as evidence in support of the DRC model of reading and as evidence against models of reading which claim that the processes by which print is converted to speech are exclusively parallel (Plaut, Seidenberg, McClelland and Patterson, 1996; Zorzi, Houghton and Butterworth, 1998) . Although such models are certainly compatible with the finding that colour naming of printed stimuli benefits from a single letter/phoneme overlap between printed stimulus and colour name, they are incompatible with the finding that this benefit is greater for initial than for final overlap 5 . We believe that such models are also incompatible with the onset effect observed in masked priming studies, and with the interaction between regularity and position of irregularity in studies of naming latency. In contrast, all three effects can be readily accounted for by the DRC model. 2 For the blue-final phoneme condition, it was necessary to include three four-phoneme words, in order to obtain sufficient trials for statistical analysis.
3 This is only one of a number of possible ways of simulating this instruction. Another is to set to zero the connections from orthographic lexicon to phonological lexicon. That would have the advantage that there would still be activation form orthographic lexicon to semantics, and so there would be scope for interference due to the meaning of the word, which could not happen if there were no activation of the orthographic lexicon, but which of course is observed. We could approach this by simply reducing, rather than setting to zero, the strengths of the connections from letter level to orthographic level. Yet another possibility is to allow entries in the orthographic lexicon to be activated from print, but to have their activation decay away after reaching some criterion; if the colour-naming response is generated after enough lexicalorthographic decay, that may allow the correct response to be made. We are currently exploring all these and other possibilities in further simulations of the Stroop effect with the extended DRC model. not reported, as the meaning of the position of overlap variable is unclear when collapsed across overlap -only half of the items vary on the critical dimension 5 Kawamoto, Kello, Jones and Bame (in press) have suggested that data such as ours and those of Rastle and Coltheart (1999a) might be reconciled with purely parallel models of reading aloud by assuming that in speeded reading-aloud tasks, subjects might utter the initial phoneme of the stimulus, and thus trigger the voice-key, before knowing what the subsequent phonemes are (except in the case where the initial phoneme is a plosive). Kawamoto et al. acknowledge that, if this were the case, the kinds of coarticulation effects normally seen in speech production could not occur, since these are effects of subsequent phonemes on prior ones.
They therefore predicted that in speeded reading-aloud tasks initial phonemes would not show coarticulatory effects generated by subsequent phonemes. Rastle, Harrington and Coltheart (submitted) disconfirmed this prediction: in a standard naming latency experiment which yielded a standard result ( a regularity effect on naming latency), they made detailed measurements of the articulatory gestures generating the initial phoneme of the reading-aloud response, and found clear evidence of coarticulatory effects in the production of this initial phoneme.
